


The First Play-To-Earn

Gaming Ecosystem
Nakamoto Games offers internet users worldwide the 

ability to earn lucrative cryptocurrency rewards in 

countless play-to-earn games




Blockchain is playing a bigger and 

bigger role in this industry. 

Blockchain gaming companies 

received over $500 million in 

funding in the first half of 2021 

alone.


(Source: )
Metaversed.net, Investgame.net

Online-gaming is a deca-billion dollar industry with over 2 billion gamers worldwide. The percentage of gamers 

and internet users in the world population is expected to continue growing over the coming decades.

http://Metaversed.net
http://Investgame.net


Blockchain brings interesting possibilities 
to online gamers. It allows them to:


Gain a greater degree of control over their in-game assets



Trade and acquire gaming assets in permissionless marketplaces



Monetize their gaming activities and generate real-world income




The monetization possibilities of blockchain-based games have been experiencing 
exponential growth through play-to-earn games.



Monthly Google search volumes for the term “play-to-earn crypto games” have increased 
300% in the space of one month, jumping from under 10 thousand to over 40 thousand.



(Source: keywordtool.io)


https://keywordtool.io/search/keywords/google/70312474?category=web&keyword=play%20to%20earn&country=GLB&language=en#suggestions


Play-to-earn games like Axie Infinity have also been observing 
exponential growth in their users and activity.



However, these games have limited reach as they appeal to 
only niche audiences.



As it stands, there is no ecosystem where gamers can choose 
from a diverse selection of play-to-earn games.




Nakamoto Games is building an ecosystem that will allow gamers 
to choose from a diverse play-to-earn gaming selection.



Nakamoto Games will have it’s own sublime selection of 
play-to-earn games while also allowing developers to deploy their 
own games.



Nakamoto Games will be the equivalent of the Play Store to the 
play-to-earn gaming industry.




Nakamoto Games will 
 

suite of games.

have it’s own sublime

Shooting-based game Duck Hunters will be 
the first release, giving skilful players the 
opportunity to compete for weekly prize 
pools.



Developers can also deploy their own games to the 
Nakamoto Games ecosystem.



Nakamoto Games provides a software development kit 
to facilitate such development.



Developers can also tap into lucrative earning 
opportunities as they can monetize their games in 
versatile ways.




NAKA Token
The NAKA token is integral to the Nakamoto Games ecosystem.



Gamers acquire and utilize NAKA tokens to access the games in the platform.



The NAKA tokens utilized in the game are contributed to a weekly prize pool 
and distributed to the highest-scoring players each week.



Part of the NAKA tokens pooled from each week are burned, creating 
deflationary dynamics for the token and fostering favorable demand-supply 
dynamics.



Gamers will need to consistently demand the tokens to access the ecosystem 
while the supply will be perpetually reduced with gaming activity.



